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Purpose: To develop and evaluate a real- time phase contrast (PC) MRI protocol via 
complex- difference deep learning (DL) framework.
Methods: DL used two 3D U- nets to separately filter aliasing artifact from radial 
real- time velocity- compensated and complex- difference images. U- nets were trained 
with synthetic real- time PC generated from electrocardiograph (ECG) - gated, breath- 
hold, segmented PC (ECG- gated segmented PC) acquired at the ascending aorta of 
510 patients. In 21 patients, free- breathing, ungated real- time (acceleration rate = 
28.8) and ECG- gated segmented (acceleration rate = 2) PC were prospectively ac-
quired at the ascending aorta. Hemodynamic parameters (cardiac output [CO], stroke 
volume [SV], and mean velocity at peak systole [peak mean velocity]) were meas-
ured for ECG- gated segmented and DL- filtered synthetic real- time PC and compared 
using Bland- Altman and linear regression analyses. Additionally, hemodynamic pa-
rameters were quantified from DL- filtered, compressed- sensing (CS) - reconstructed, 
and gridding reconstructed prospective real- time PC and compared to ECG- gated 
segmented PC.
Results: Synthetic real- time PC with DL showed strong correlation (R > 0.98) and 
good agreement with ECG- gated segmented PC for quantified hemodynamic param-
eters (mean- difference: CO = −0.3 L/min, SV = −4.3 mL, peak mean velocity = 
−2.3 cm/s). On average, DL required 0.39 s/frame to filter prospective real- time PC, 
which was 4.6- fold faster than CS. Compared to CS, DL showed superior correlation, 
tighter limits of agreement (LOAs), better bias for peak mean velocity, and worse bias 
for CO and SV. Compared to gridding, DL showed similar correlation, tighter LOAs 
for CO and SV, similar bias for CO, and worse bias for SV and peak mean velocity.
Conclusion: The complex- difference DL framework accelerated real- time PC- 
MRI by nearly 28- fold, enabling rapid free- running real- time assessment of flow 
hemodynamics.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Phase contrast (PC) MRI is routinely used in the clinic to 
measure blood flow in cardiovascular disease.1- 3 Typically, 
blood flow is evaluated using through- plane 2D PC MRI 
obtained with ECG gating and breath- holding to suppress 
cardiac and respiratory motion, respectively.4 However, elec-
trocardiograph (ECG)- gated, breath- hold PC MRI (ECG- 
gated segmented PC) is limited by the need for regular heart 
rhythm and adequate breath- hold capacity, which can result 
in image quality degradation in patients with dyspnea and/or 
arrhythmia. Additionally, breath- hold/gated imaging does not 
allow for “real- time” monitoring of blood flow changes with 
physiological provocation during exercise stress imaging.

Free- running real- time PC MRI enables heart rate in-
sensitive imaging (ie, ungated) without the need for breath- 
holding or cardiac gating5,6 but suffers from significant 
aliasing  artifact due to the need for high MR acceleration. 
A number of strategies have been proposed to allow for 
real- time PC MRI, such as echo- planar imaging,7 radial8 
 k- space sampling, and spiral9,10 k- space sampling combined 
with parallel imaging.11,12 While promising, these methods 
often suffer from low spatial resolution (>2.0 × 2.0 mm2),7- 9 
low temporal resolution (>50 ms),7- 10 and large slice thick-
nesses (>8 mm)7,8,10 making clinical translation challenging. 
The combination of compressed sensing (CS)13 with non- 
Cartesian sampling and parallel imaging14,15 has been pro-
posed as a solution to enable real- time PC with high spatial 
and temporal resolution. However, CS’s clinical translation is 
limited by its lengthy image reconstruction time due to iter-
ative optimization. For instance, on graphics processing unit 
(GPU) - equipped systems, CS requires 2.6 s/frame to recon-
struct real- time PC acquired with radial k- space sampling14 
and 0.59 s/frames to reconstruct real- time PC acquired with 
spiral k- space sampling.15

Deep learning (DL) - based aliasing artifact removal in 
accelerated cardiovascular MRI has been proposed as an 
alternative to CS to reduce total reconstruction time16- 20 
and improve performance.19- 21 Moreover, recent studies 
have shown the utility of DL- based methods for PC MRI. 
Vishnevskiy et al21 showed that an unrolled network incorpo-
rating a physics- based model into the DL architecture reduces 
reconstruction time 30- fold compared to CS for 12.4-  to 13.8- 
fold accelerated 4D ECG- gated segmented PC MRI with 25 
cardiac phases. Ferdian et al22 showed that 4DFlowNet net-
work trained using synthetic 4D flow MR generated from 
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) solutions could be used 
to increase spatial resolution. Nath et al23 showed that a 

U- net could filter aliasing artifact from accelerated (2.5- fold 
≤ acceleration rate ≤ 5- fold) 2D PC MRI, while outperform-
ing CS. While promising, DL is yet to be evaluated for de- 
aliasing real- time PC imaging.

In this study, we propose using a DL framework to remove 
aliasing artifact from highly accelerated (acceleration rate = 
28.8) real- time PC images acquired with radial k- space sam-
pling. The proposed framework consists of two DL modules 
that separately filter aliasing artifact from complex- difference 
and velocity- compensated images. The proposed DL method 
was trained using simulated radial k- space raw- data acquired 
at the ascending aorta in 510 patients undergoing clinical 
CMR exams using ECG- segmented PC with Cartesian sam-
pling. We compared the performance of our proposed DL 
framework in 21 patients, who prospectively underwent both 
ungated free- breathing real- time PC and ECG- gated seg-
mented PC at the ascending aorta. We demonstrated the ro-
bustness of the reconstruction under different conditions (ie, 
heavy breathing), imaging parameters, and anatomies in two 
additional healthy subjects.

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | Subjects

This study was approved by the BIDMC Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) and was Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPPA)- compliant. This study was 
performed under two IRB approved protocols, including one 
allowing use of retrospective data collected as part of a clini-
cal exam for machine learning research; informed consent 
was waived for use of previously collected data. In addi-
tion, we prospectively recruited subjects for this study, and 
written- informed consent was obtained from all prospective 
participants. All MRI scans were conducted on a 3T scan-
ner (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany) with body and spine phased- array coils (~30 
elements).

For DL training, we used ECG- gated segmented PC 
 k- space raw- data acquired at the ascending aorta in 510 pa-
tients (280 males, age = 55.8 ± 15.9 y), imaged between 
October 2018 and June 2019 during standard clinical work-
flow. For DL evaluation, an additional 21 patients (12 males, 
age = 56.7 ± 14.6 y) were prospectively recruited to un-
dergo both ungated free- breathing real- time PC and ECG- 
gated segmented PC imaging. Furthermore, two healthy 
subjects (2 females, ages = 23 and 24 y) were prospectively 
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recruited to determine DL framework robustness in a pilot 
study. DL performance for different velocity sensitivity 
(Venc) values (200- 400 cm/s, step size = 50 cm/s) was as-
sessed at the ascending aorta in one healthy subject. In the 
same subject, network performance for reconstructing real- 
time PC acquired with a Venc of 300 cm/s at three differ-
ent vessels (ie, pulmonic valve, right pulmonary artery, and 
left pulmonary artery) was evaluated. In another healthy 
volunteer, real- time PC was prospectively acquired during 
rest conditions and immediately after physiological exer-
cise stress to assess the effect of heavy breathing and fast 
heart rate on quantified hemodynamic parameters. Exercise 
was performed with a supine bicycle ergometer (Lode B.V., 
Groningen, the Netherlands) secured onto the MRI table; 
such that, the subject exercised outside the magnet while on 
the table. Ergometer resistance was initially set to 0 watts 
and increased by steps of 15 watts every 2 min until reaching 
the target heart rate of 167 bpm.

2.2 | Pulse sequence

ECG- gated segmented PC used for network training and 
testing was acquired with two- fold accelerated Cartesian 
k- space sampling with parameters shown in Supporting 
Information Table S1. Accelerated ECG- gated segmented 
PC was reconstructed with generalized auto- calibrating 
partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA).12 Residual back-
ground phase for ECG- gated segmented PC was corrected 
using standard methods24 as follows: (1) Noisy voxels in 
the phase- difference image were removed with thresholding 
based on background noise SD; (2) Static tissue was isolated 
using a manually drawn region of interest (ROI); and (3) The 

background phase in the static tissue was fit to a first- order 
polynomial and then removed.

A real- time PC prototype sequence was implemented, as 
previously described,14 using gradient- echo readout, radiof-
requency (RF) spoiling, gradient spoiling, two- fold oversam-
pling along the readout direction, and golden- angle radial 
k- space sampling25 with an angular step of 111.25°. Velocity- 
compensated (Venc = 0 cm/s) and velocity- encoded k- space 
lines were acquired in an interleaved manner with acquisition 
parameters presented in Supporting Information Table S1. 
Real- time PC images were reconstructed with five radial pro-
jections per frame which corresponded to a temporal resolu-
tion of 43.1 ms and an acceleration rate of 28.8. All real- time 
PC images were acquired with a dummy pre- scan (862 ms) 
used to drive magnetization to steady- state and to correct for 
trajectory errors.14,26 Real- time PC background phase was 
corrected using the same procedure described for ECG- gated 
segmented PC, with the exception being that a second- order 
polynomial was used for static tissue phase fitting.14

2.3 | DL filtering framework

The proposed DL framework (Figure 1) filtered real- time PC 
as follows: undersampled real- time velocity- compensated and 
velocity- encoding images generated from raw k- space data 
were subtracted to produce undersampled real- time complex- 
difference images. Undersampled real- time velocity- 
compensated and complex- difference images were then 
filtered using two separate 3D U- nets.19,27 Subsequently, fil-
tered velocity- compensated and complex- difference images 
were subtracted to produce filtered velocity- encoded images. 
Finally, phase information of filtered velocity- compensated 

F I G U R E  1  The proposed DL framework for real- time PC filtering. Undersampled complex- valued real- time velocity- compensated images 
and velocity- encoded images generated from raw k- space data were subtracted to produce undersampled real- time complex- difference images. 
Undersampled real- time velocity- compensated and complex- difference images were then filtered using two separate 3D U- net networks. Afterward, 
filtered real- time velocity- encoded images were calculated by subtracting filtered real- time complex- valued velocity- encoding and complex- 
difference images. Finally, filtered real- time phase- difference images were calculated by subtracting the phase information (phase subtraction) of 
filtered real- time velocity- compensated and velocity- encoded images
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and velocity- encoded images were subtracted to produce 
filtered real- time phase- difference images. The DL frame-
work was implemented using PyTorch (Facebook, Menlo 
Park, California, USA). Both U- net architectures used for 
velocity- compensated and complex- difference filtering were 
composed of multi- scale decomposition of the input, skip 
connections, and convolutional layers composed of 3 × 3 × 
3 convolutional kernel, batch normalization, and ReLu non- 
linear thresh- holding (Figure 2). Real and imaginary com-
ponents were concatenated to enable processing of complex 
datasets using a real DL network.28 The only difference be-
tween the two 3D U- nets was an additional residual connec-
tion used for velocity- compensated image filtering that was 
not required for complex- difference filtering. We avoided 
using residual connection for complex- difference filtering in 

order to suppress output noise, which could have adversely 
affected hemodynamic quantification.

We designed our DL reconstruction framework to directly 
process hemodynamic velocity information by filtering 
complex- difference images. Typically, for PC MRI, phase- 
difference images are used to visualize and quantify import-
ant blood velocity information. However, phase- difference 
images present with significant salt- and- pepper noise in the 
image background, making direct DL processing challeng-
ing. Complex- difference imaging is an alternative strategy 
for isolating and visualizing hemodynamic information 
captured by PC MRI.29 In complex- difference images, the 
image backgrounds present with near- zero signal intensity. 
Therefore, processing complex- difference images instead 
of phase- difference images can overcome the technical 

F I G U R E  2  The two 3D U- net architectures used for DL filtering of real- time PC. Both 3D U- nets were composed of a set of 3 × 3 × 3 
convolutional kernels with batch normalization and ReLU activation, 2 × 2 × 2 max pooling layers, 2 × 2 × 2 convolution transpose layers, and 
skip connections. One 3D U- net was used to filter velocity- compensated images (A), while the other was used to filter complex- difference images 
(B). The only difference between the two U- net architectures was an additional residual connection used for velocity- compensated filtering but not 
for complex- difference filtering
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challenge associated with direct filtering of hemodynamic 
information.

2.4 | Generating training data for 
DL framework

For training of our DL model from ECG- gated PC MRI 
with Cartesian sampling, we simulated radial k- space sam-
pling (Figure 3). The auto- calibration lines were used for 
GRAPPA12 reconstruction of multi- coil ECG- gated seg-
mented PC k- space raw- data (either velocity- compensated 

or velocity- encoded acquisitions). An offline GRAPPA re-
construction was implemented with code made available 
by Dr. Chiew (https://users.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/~mchie w/Teach 
ing.html). GRAPPA- reconstructed multi- coil k- space was 
zero- filled to full size to compensate for asymmetric- echo 
acquisition. Multi- coil GRAPPA reconstructed images 
were cropped spatially to 128 × 128 matrix size and zero- 
filled to 168 × 168. Zero- filling was necessary to reduce 
artifact presentation in the outer region of the field of view 
(FOV). Auto- calibrated sensitivity profiles were derived 
from time- averaged multi- coil GRAPPA- reconstructed 
images.30 Backward non- uniform fast Fourier transform 

F I G U R E  3  Procedure used to produce real- time velocity- compensated and velocity- encoded images with simulated radial k- space sampling. 
First, GRAPPA was used to reconstruct two- fold accelerated complex- valued, multi- coil k- space raw- data acquired during ECG- gated, segmented, 
breath- hold PC. Next, GRAPPA reconstructed k- space was zero- filled along the readout direction to compensate for asymmetric echo. Multi- coil 
GRAPPA- reconstructed images (produced using 2D IFFT operation) were spatially cropped to 128 × 128 matrix size and zero- padded to 168 × 
168 matrix size. After zero- padding, multi- coil GRAPPA- reconstructed images were time averaged, and auto- calibrated sensitivity profiles were 
derived. Inverse NUFFT was then applied to spatially cropped multi- coil GRAPPA- reconstructed images to simulate multi- coil polar k- space 
acquisition with five radial projections per frame. Following backward NUFFT operation, forward NUFFT was applied to simulated polar data to 
produce multi- coil real- time images with simulated radial k- space sampling. Finally, both multi- coil GRAPPA reconstructions and corresponding 
multi- coil real- time images with simulated radial sampling were coil- combined using auto- calibrated sensitivity profiles. Real- time velocity- 
compensated and velocity- encoding images with simulated radial k- space sampling were produced separately

https://users.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/%7Emchiew/Teaching.html
https://users.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/%7Emchiew/Teaching.html
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(NUFFT)31 was applied to multi- coil GRAPPA reconstruc-
tions to simulate complex- valued polar data corresponding 
to golden- angle k- space radial sampling (five projections 
per frame). Following backward NUFFT operation, for-
ward NUFFT was applied to simulated complex- valued 
polar data to produce real- time images with simulated ra-
dial sampling. Finally, both multi- coli, real- time images 
with simulated radial sampling and corresponding multi- 
coil GRAPPA- reconstructed images were coil- combined 
using auto- calibrated sensitivity profiles.30 MATLAB 
(The MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used to execute all 
operations needed to simulate radial sampling, and the 
same procedure was used to produce real- time velocity- 
compensated and velocity- encoded images with simulated 
radial sampling. Real- time complex- difference images 
with simulated radial k- space sampling were produced 
through complex- valued subtraction of real- time velocity- 
compensated and velocity- encoded images with simulated 
radial sampling. Generated real- time PC datasets with sim-
ulated radial k- space sampling will be referred to as syn-
thetic real- time PC throughout the manuscript.

2.5 | DL framework training

Both 3D U- net networks incorporated into the DL frame-
work were separately trained to remove aliasing artifact 
from synthetic real- time complex- difference and velocity- 
compensated images. During each training iteration, U- nets 
received 16 (mini- batch size) different input/output dynamic 
series pairs (16 sequential temporal frames) composed of 
synthetic real- time images and corresponding coil- combined 
GRAPPA- reconstruction. Before training, both network 
input and output were centrally cropped to a size of 128 × 
128 × 16. The number of temporal frames for ECG- gated 
segmented PC varied for each patient (16.2 ± 3.7 frames) 
based on heart rate. As such, for patients with ECG- gated 
segmented PC acquired with ≥16 temporal frames, the start-
ing frame for the sequential dynamic series was randomly se-
lected. For patients with ECG- gated segmented PC acquired 
with <16 temporal frames, the temporal sequence was circu-
larly padded to 16 total frames. Velocity- compensated and 
velocity- encoded images from input (synthetic real- time) 
and output (GRAPPA reconstructions) pairs were scaled 
by the 95th percentile pixel intensity within the central 48 
× 48 × 16 matrix corresponding to the magnitude of the 
velocity- compensated dataset. Scaling the velocity- encoded 
and velocity- compensated datasets by the same real- valued 
pixel intensity maintained phase- difference content, while 
scaling the complex- difference dataset by a real- valued 
constant. Training parameters were as follows: ADAM 
optimizer, 2900 iterations, learning rate = 0.001 (which 
decreased by 5% after every 100 iterations), 15% drop- out 

rate, and L1 loss. Training of the velocity- compensated and 
complex- difference filtering networks took 6.1 and 6.5 h, re-
spectively, using two of eight available GPUs on a NVIDIA 
(Santa Clara, California, USA) DGX- 1 system equipped 
with 8T V100 GPUs (each having 32 GB memory and 5120 
cores), CPU of 88 core: Intel Xeon 2.20GHZ each, and 504 
GB RAM.

2.6 | Pre- processing for prospective real- 
time PC

Pre- processing to produce undersampled coil- combined real- 
time PC images (118 frames) for input into the DL filter-
ing framework required the following steps: (1) Multi- coil 
real- time PC images were produced by gridding prospec-
tively acquired multi- coil real- time PC polar k- space data 
using NUFFT; (2) Time- average gridded real- time PC im-
ages were then used to derive auto- calibrated sensitivity 
profiles30; (3) Coil- combined real- time PC images were 
produced by combining multi- coil real- time PC images with 
auto- calibrated sensitivity profiles; and (4) The real- time 
velocity- compensated and velocity- encoded images were 
scaled by the 95th percentile pixel intensity within the central 
48 × 48 × 118 matrix of the velocity- compensated magnitude 
dataset, centrally cropped to a matrix size of 160 × 160 × 
118, and then subtracted to generate complex- difference 
datasets (see Supporting Information Figure S1). Each pro-
spective real- time PC dataset was fed individually into the 
DL filtering framework with all time frames acquired (118 
frames) during ~5 s of scanning.

2.7 | CS reconstruction of real- time PC

GRAPPA operator gridding and golden- angle radial sparse 
parallel (GROG- GRASP) MRI reconstruction framework32 
was implemented in MATLAB for CS reconstruction of 
prospective real- time PC.14 In short, multi- coil zero- filled 
Cartesian k- space data, auto- calibrated coil sensitivity pro-
files,30 density- compensation matrix, and coil- combined zero- 
filled real- time images were derived during GROG- GRASP 
pre- processing. Auto- calibrated coil sensitivity profiles were 
produced using time averaged velocity- compensated data-
set. Images were then fed into a nonlinear conjugate gradi-
ent optimization algorithm with back- tracking line search 
and temporal sparsity constraint to remove aliasing artifact. 
Velocity- compensated and velocity- encoded images were 
reconstructed separately using a normalized regularization 
weight of 0.0015 and 22 iterations. The optimal regulariza-
tion weight was empirically determined through visual in-
spection of data fidelity, artifact suppression, and derived 
velocity profiles using one training dataset.33 The gpuArray 
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functionality in MATLAB was used to reduce reconstruction 
time.

2.8 | Evaluation of DL for synthetic 
 real-  time PC

Synthetic real- time PC MRIs generated from ECG- gated 
segmented PC k- space raw- data corresponding to 21 test 
patients were filtered using the proposed DL framework. 
Using ECG- gated segmented PC as truth, normalized root 
mean squared error (NRMSE) and structural similarity index 
measure (SSIM) were calculated for real- time PC with and 
without DL filtering. Cardiac output (CO), stroke volume 
(SV), and mean velocity at peak systole (peak mean veloc-
ity) were quantified by one reader (H.H) who manually drew 
ROIs using in- house software in MATLAB for both syn-
thetic real- time PC with DL and corresponding ECG- gated 
segmented PC. The same ROI was used to quantify hemody-
namic parameters from ECG- gated segmented PC (truth) and 
DL- filtered synthetic real- time PC to avoid introducing error 
in hemodynamic measurements due to ROI size.

2.9 | Qualitative visual assessment of 
prospective real- time PC

Twenty- one sets (63 cases in total) of prospective real- time 
PC (with gridding, with DL, with CS) were randomized 
and de- identified. The ascending aorta edge definition for 
real- time PC was evaluated by an expert reader (S.K.) on a 
 3- point Likert scale as follows: 1 = non- diagnostic (cannot 
draw ROIs), 2 = diagnostic (adequate to draw ROIs), and 
3 = excellent. Mean scores for real- time PC with gridding, 
CS, and DL were compared using Kruskal- Wallis test, fol-
lowed by Dunn tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple 
comparisons between different groups. P- value < .05 was 
considered significant.

2.10 | Evaluation of DL- based de- aliasing of 
prospectively acquired real- time PC

Aliasing artifact in prospective real- time PC was filtered 
using DL and CS on the same workstation as previously de-
scribed (DL Framework Training), except that a single GPU 
was used. The use of one GPU enabled fair comparison be-
tween both methods, as the implementation of the CS recon-
struction on MATLAB allows for only one GPU. The total 
reconstruction time, calculated by adding pre- processing and 
de- aliasing times together, was recorded for each case re-
constructed with gridding, CS, and DL. Pre- processing time 
was defined as the temporal duration required to produce 

undersampled coil- combined real- time PC images inputted 
into DL and CS. De- aliasing time referred to the temporal 
duration required by DL networks and CS iterative optimiza-
tion to remove undersampling aliasing artifact.

ECG- gated segmented PC DICOMs (Digital Imaging 
and Communications in Medicine) were used as the gold- 
standard for DL and CS evaluation. ECG- gated segment PC 
DICOMs were reconstructed with a matrix of 192 × 192, 
FOV of 360 × 360 mm2, interpolated temporal resolution 
of 28.6 to 43.6 ms, and 30 total time frames. CO, SV, and 
peak mean velocity were quantified by one reader (H.H.) for 
ECG- gated segmented PC and corresponding prospective 
real- time PC processed with gridding, CS, and DL. The same 
ROI (drawn on real- time PC with DL) was used for all real- 
time PC variants (ie, gridding, CS, DL) to avoid introduc-
ing error in hemodynamic measurements due to ROI size. 
In one healthy subject, the net volume and peak mean ve-
locity was quantified for the pulmonic valve, left pulmonary 
artery, and right pulmonary artery. For prospective real- time 
PC, time curves associated with flow and mean velocity were 
extracted for every full heartbeat acquired (typically three to 
four heartbeats during 5 s acquisitions). Average CO, SV, and 
net flow were subsequently calculated from flow curves, and 
average peak mean velocity was calculated from mean veloc-
ity curves.

2.11 | Statistical analysis

A Kolmogorov- Smirnov test was performed to test the null 
hypothesis that all hemodynamic parameters quantified for 
21 testing patients (CO, SV, peak mean velocity) were nor-
mally distributed at the 5% significance level. A paired t- test, 
Bland- Altman analysis, and linear- regression were used to 
compare hemodynamic parameters derived from ECG- gated 
segmented PC and synthetic real- time PC with DL. NRMSE 
and SSIM calculated for synthetic real- time PC with and 
without DL were compared using a paired t- test. For prospec-
tive real- time PC, one- way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
with Bonferroni correction was used to compare hemody-
namic parameters derived from all groups. Bland- Altman 
and linear- regression analyses were conducted on quantified 
hemodynamic parameters to determine levels of agreement 
and Pearson correlation (R) between ECG- gated segmented 
and real- time PC. A P- value < .05 was deemed significant 
for all statistical tests performed.

3 |  RESULTS

Filtering complex- difference datasets instead of phase- 
difference images produced real- time PC with reduced ar-
tifacts (Supporting Information Figure S2, yellow and red 
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arrows). As shown in Supporting Information Figure S3, 
avoiding residual connection during DL filtering of real- time 
complex- difference images showed a noticeable reduction in 
artifact (red arrow). Figure 4A shows representative synthetic 
real- time complex- difference, velocity- compensated, and 
phase- difference images (drawn from the patient cohort used 
for network testing) with corresponding DL- filtered images 
and ECG- gated segmented PC. DL filtering significantly re-
duced aliasing artifact found in synthetic real- time PC im-
ages. For the same representative patient, Figure 4B shows 
flow and mean velocity curves quantified from synthetic 
real- time PC with DL (red) and truth (black). The proposed 
DL filtering framework improved (P < .01) the NRMSE and 
SSIM for both velocity- compensated (SSIM = 0.84 ± 0.05 
vs. 0.17 ± 0.2, NRMSE = 2.2 ± 0.4% vs. 12.8 ± 2.1%) and 
complex- difference (SSIM = 0.80 ± 0.07 vs. 0.28 ± 0.05, 
NRMSE = 1.3 ± 0.4% vs. 4.9 ± 1.6%) synthetic datasets.

A Kolmogorov- Smirnov test showed that all hemody-
namic parameters (CO, SV, peak mean velocity) quantified 
from ECG- gated segmented PC and synthetic real- time PC 
with DL were normally distributed (P > .45). According to 
the paired t- test, there were significant differences (P < .01) 
in CO, SV, and peak mean velocity between synthetic real- 
time PC with DL and ECG- gated segmented PC. As shown 
in Figure 5A, linear regression showed a strong Pearson cor-
relation for ECG- gated segmented PC and synthetic real- time 

PC with DL for all categories (R ≥ 0.98). Bland- Altman 
analysis (Figure 5B) comparing synthetic real- time PC with 
DL and ECG- gated segmented PC (truth) showed the fol-
lowing results: CO (mean = 3.9 L/min; mean- difference = 
−0.3 L/min [−7.7% relative to mean], 95% limit of agree-
ment (LOA) = −0.7 and 0.1 L/min), SV (mean = 55.4 mL; 
mean- difference = −4.3 mL [−7.8% relative to mean], 95% 
LOA = −9.8 and 1.1 mL), and peak mean velocity (mean = 
50.7 cm/s; mean- difference = −2.3 cm/s [−4.5% relative to 
mean], 95% LOA = −8.5 to 4.0 cm/s).

Kruskal- Wallis test showed that DL (mean score = 
2.7), CS (mean score = 2.0), and gridding (mean score = 
1.0) produced ascending aorta edge sharpness which were 
significantly different (P < .001). Dunn tests showed sig-
nificant differences (P ≤ .03) for all combinations evalu-
ated. CS and DL produced diagnostic (mean score ≥ 2.0) 
ascending aorta edge sharpness, and gridding produced 
non- diagnostic ascending aorta edge sharpness. Real- time 
PC (118 time- frames) with DL and CS required total re-
construction times of 46.5 ± 6.2 s (pre- processing = 40.9 ± 
6.1  s; and  de- aliasing  = 5.6 ± 0.3 s) and 212.3 ± 48.9 s 
(pre- processing  = 62.6 ± 14.6  s; and de- aliasing = 149.8 
± 34.6  s), respectively. As such, DL showed a 4.6- fold 
reduction in total reconstruction time and a 26.9- fold re-
duction in de- aliasing time compared to CS. For one rep-
resentative patient, Figure 6 shows prospective real- time 

F I G U R E  4  A, Synthetic real- time complex- difference, velocity- compensated, and phase- difference images (drawn from testing dataset), with 
their corresponding DL- filtered images and ECG- gated segmented PC. DL significantly reduces aliasing artifact present in the synthetic real- 
time PC. B, Flow and mean velocity curves generated from DL- filtered synthetic real- time PC (red) and ECG- gated segmented PC (black). Mean 
velocity curves are presented with error bars representing blood velocity SD within each time frame
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F I G U R E  5  A, Linear regression results over all testing patients for synthetic real- time PC with DL- based filtering compared to ECG- gated 
segmented PC for derived CO, SV, and peak mean velocity. B, Bland- Altman plots for synthetic real- time PC with DL- based de- aliasing compared 
to ECG- gated segmented PC for CO, SV, and peak mean velocity. (Difference = synthetic real- time PC − ECG- gated segmented PC)

F I G U R E  6  Real- time PC reconstructed with gridding, CS (CS recon), and filtered with DL (DL Filtering) and the corresponding ECG- gated 
segmented PC in one patient at end- systole. Compared to CS, DL filtering reduced imaging blurring at the ascending aorta (yellow arrow). The 
complete image series is provided in Supporting Information Video S1 for the real- time PC imaging and Supporting Information Video S2 for the 
ECG- gated segmented PC imaging
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velocity- compensated, complex- difference, and phase- 
difference images after gridding, CS, and DL (Supporting 
Information Video S1) and their corresponding ECG- gated 
segmented PC (Supporting Information Video S2). For the 
same representative patient, Figure 7A shows flow and mean 
velocity curves quantified using real- time PC with DL filter-
ing (red) and CS reconstruction (blue). For the same repre-
sentative patient, Figure 7B shows flow and mean velocity 
time curves derived from composite heartbeats produced 
using real- time PC with DL (red) and CS (blue) and flow 
and mean velocity curves derived from ECG- gated seg-
mented PC (black). Real- time flow and mean velocity time 
curves derived from composite heartbeats produced using 
DL (red) showed noticeably better agreement (ie, less under-
estimation at peak systole) than CS (blue) to ECG- gated seg-
mented PC (black) (Figure 7B). Composite heartbeats were 
calculated by averaging the time curves quantified from each 
individual heartbeat acquired during real- time PC scanning.

For prospective real- time PC, a Kolmogorov- Smirnov 
test showed that all hemodynamic parameters quantified 

using DL- filtered real- time PC, CS reconstructed real- time 
PC, gridded real- time PC, and ECG- gated segmented PC 
were normally distributed (P > .52). According to one- way 
ANOVA analysis, there were no significant differences 
in quantified hemodynamic parameters (P > .08) for DL- 
filtered real- time PC, CS reconstructed real- time PC, gridded 
real- time PC, and ECG- gated segmented PC. Table 1 pres-
ents linear regression (Figure 8) and Bland- Altman (Figure 9) 
analysis results obtained from network testing using prospec-
tive real- time PC with DL, CS, and gridding.

Real- time PC prospectively acquired at the ascending 
aorta with different Venc values produced phase- difference 
images of similar image quality with the following values: 
CO = 3.0 ± 0.1 L/min, SV = 41.2 ± 1.3 mL, and peak mean 
velocity = 63.7 ± 8.5 cm/s (Supporting Information Figure 
S4). DL successfully filtered prospective real- time PC imag-
ing at three different vessels: pulmonic valve, left pulmonary 
artery, and right pulmonary artery (Supporting Information 
Figure S5). Real- time PC with DL at these vessels produced 
a net volume within 5 mL and a peak mean velocity within 2 

F I G U R E  7  A, Real- time PC flow and mean velocity time curves acquired during 5 s of scanning in the datasets shown in Figure 6 and 
reconstructed with DL (red) and CS (blue). B, For the same patient, flow and mean velocity time curves quantified from ECG- gated segmented 
PC (black) and from a single composite heartbeat derived using DL- filtered (red) and CS-  (blue) reconstructed real- time PC. Composite heartbeats 
were calculated by averaging flow and mean velocity time curves derived from each individual heartbeat obtained during 5 s real- time PC scanning. 
Flow and mean velocity time curves derived from composited heartbeats produced using DL- filtered real- time PC showed noticeably better 
agreement (ie, less underestimation at peak systole) than CS to ECG- gated segmented PC. As shown by the red arrow, both DL and CS were unable 
to capture backward blood flow with small magnitude. Note: mean velocity curves are presented with error bars representing the blood velocity 
standard deviation within each time frame
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cm/s to ECG- gated segmented PC (Supporting Information 
Table S2). Prospective real- time PC with DL detected a CO 
increase from a rest value of 4.9 L/min to an exercise stress 
value of 8.6 L/min (Supporting Information Figure S6).

4 |  DISCUSSION

Our study describes the development of DL frameworks 
for reconstruction of free- breathing, ungated real- time PC. 
The proposed DL framework was composed of two 3D U- 
net networks trained with 510 synthetic real- time PC data-
sets and produced statistically significant improvements in 
NRMSE and SSIM for the synthetic real- time PC testing 
cohort. Hemodynamic parameters quantified for synthetic 
real- time PC in the testing cohort showed high correlation 
(R ≥ 0.98) and good agreement (mean- differences: CO = 
−0.3 L/min, SV = −4.3 mL, and peak mean velocity = −2.3 
cm/s). DL filtering of prospective real- time PC on average 
required 5.6 s (0.05 s/frame), which translated to a 26.9- 
fold reduction compared to CS. Total reconstruction time 
for DL (pre- processing and de- aliasing) on average required 
46.5 s (0.39 s/frame), which translated to 4.6- fold reduction 
compared to CS. Compared to CS, prospective real- time 
PC with DL produced tighter LOA for CO and SV, better 
bias for peak mean velocity, and worse bias for CO and 

SV. Compared to gridding, prospective real- time PC with 
DL produced tighter LOA for CO and SV and worse bias 
for SV and peak mean velocity. DL was capable of filter-
ing prospective real- time PC acquired with different Venc 
values (100- 400 cm/s) and at different vessels (pulmonic 
valve, right pulmonary artery, and left pulmonary artery). 
DL successfully filtered real- time PC at both rest and im-
mediately after exercise stress.

Large and diverse high- quality training datasets are criti-
cal for DL network optimization. Hauptmann et al19 proposed 
training DL using data derived from previously acquired 
DICOMs corresponding to clinical imaging in 250 pediatric 
patients. Using this strategy, Hauptmann et al showed that 
DL trained using synthetic real- time cine MRI could recon-
struct radial real- time cine images five- fold faster than CS, 
while providing quantified functional parameters with supe-
rior agreement with ECG- gated, breath- hold cine MRI than 
CS. We adapted this approach to real- time PC reconstruction 
by training our DL framework using complex- valued, real- 
time PC training data with simulated radial k- space sampling 
derived from ECG- gated segmented PC k- space raw- data in-
stead of DICOM images. Training with complex- valued k- 
space raw- data was necessary because the DICOM- making 
process strips critical phase information needed for PC recon-
struction and therefore, is not optimal for real- time PC. To 
the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to explore the 

T A B L E  1  Summary of linear regression and Bland- Altman analyses comparing ECG- gated segmented PC to prospectively acquired real- time 
PC with DL filtering, CS reconstruction, and gridding

Acquisition
Pearson 
correlation (R) Mean difference Mean

95% LOA 
(lower) 95% LOA (upper)

CO

Real- time with DL vs. ECG- 
gated segmented

0.88 −0.8 L/min (−19.0% relative to 
mean)

4.2 L/min −1.7 L/min 0.1 L/min

Real- time with CS vs. ECG- 
gated segmented

0.53 −0.3 L/min (−6.8% relative to 
mean)

4.4 L/min −2.7 L/min 2.1 L/min

Real- time with gridding vs. 
ECG- gated segmented

0.87 −0.7 L/min (−16.7% relative to 
mean)

4.2 L/min −1.8 L/min 0.4 L/min

SV

Real- time with DL vs. ECG- 
gated segmented

0.87 −9.5 mL (−13.5% relative to mean) 70.4 mL −24.2 mL 5.3 mL

Real- time with CS vs. ECG- 
gated segmented

0.65 −0.2 mL (−0.3% relative to mean) 75.1 mL −41.0 mL 40.7 mL

Real- time with gridding vs. 
ECG- gated segmented

0.86 −7.6 (−10.7% relative to mean) 71.3 mL −25.8 mL 10.5 mL

Peak Mean Velocity

Real- time with DL vs. ECG- 
gated segmented

0.94 −4.4 cm/s (−8.4% relative to mean) 52.6 cm/s −19.2 cm/s 10.4 cm/s

Real- time with CS vs. ECG- 
gated segmented

0.92 −10.3 cm/s (−20.8% relative to 
mean)

49.6 cm/s −28.1 cm/s 8.0 cm/s

Real- time with gridding vs. 
ECG- gated segmented

0.93 2.4 cm/s (4.3% relative to mean) 56.0 cm/s −13.1 cm/s 17.8 cm/s
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efficacy of DL network training using synthetic real- time PC 
for the challenging task of real- time PC de- aliasing.

The work of Vishnevskiy et al21 is a recent DL frame-
work proposed for the reconstruction of accelerated PC MRI 
imaging. This study differs in the following ways: (1) U- net 
architectures were used for MR reconstruction instead of the 
physics- based model approach implemented by Vishnevskiy 
et al; (2) Significantly more training data were used in the 
present study (510 datasets obtained in patients vs. 11 data-
sets in healthy volunteers by Vishenevskiy et al); and (3) 
Vishenevskiy et al explored the use of DL for the reconstruc-
tion of 4D ECG- gated, breath- hold PC MRI prospectively 
acquired with Cartesian k- space sampling at an acceleration 
rate of approximately 14. In contrast, our study explored DL 
reconstruction of free- breathing and ungated 2D PC MRI ac-
quired with radial k- space sampling at an acceleration rate of 
28.8. A major clinical advantage of real- time PC is its natural 
resistance to image degradation caused by arrhythmia or dys-
pnea. Finally, Vishnevskiy et al proposed a DL network which 

did not directly process hemodynamic velocity information, 
but rather, reconstructed four velocity- encoded datasets. Our 
study showed that DL- based reconstruction of complex- 
difference images is a viable strategy for direct DL process-
ing of hemodynamic velocity information. Previous work for 
CS34,35 have shown the utility of using complex- difference 
processing to improve accelerated PC MRI reconstruction. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first group 
to show that complex- difference processing through DL can 
be used for filtering aliasing in accelerated PC MRI.

DL showed superior performance when evaluated using a 
testing data composed of synthetic real- time PC versus pro-
spective real- time PC. Several reasons exist to explain DL’s 
superior performance when evaluated with synthetic real- 
time PC. For instance, synthetic real- time PC was perfectly 
registered with truth, which was not the case for prospective 
real- time PC. Prospective real- time PC presented with higher 
order background phase compared to ECG- gated segmented 
PC used for training (first vs. second order). Differences 

F I G U R E  8  Linear regression results over all patients for real- time PC with DL filtering, CS reconstruction, and gridding reconstruction 
compared to ECG- gated segmented PC for derived CO, SV, and peak mean velocity. CO, SV, and peak mean velocities presented were calculated 
by averaging values over all full heartbeats scanned during real- time PC
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in background phase can be a potential source of error for 
DL filtering. Prospective real- time PC was acquired during 
free breathing; whereas, ECG- gated segmented PC used to 
generate synthetic real- time PC was acquired with cardiac 
gating during breath- holding. Differences in physiology 
(ie, intrathoracic pressure and heart rate variation) resulting 
from different breathing states may lead to error when com-
paring prospective real- time and ECG- gated segmented PC. 
Furthermore, the DL network was not able to learn breath-
ing motion expected for prospective real- time PC because 
the training datasets were generated from breath- hold ECG- 
gated PC.

Our study has several limitations. This study did not ex-
plore the capacity of DL- filtered real- time PC to evaluate the 
effect of beat- to- beat variations on hemodynamics. Instead, 
average CO, SV, and peak mean velocity over multiple heart-
beats were calculated. All DL- filtered and CS reconstructions 
were performed offline. Additional work is required to incor-
porate the proposed DL framework into vendor- provided in-
line image reconstruction pipelines. The DL framework was 

compared solely to CS and not to alternative reconstruction 
methods for radial real- time PC, such as non- linear inversion 
(NLINV)5,6,26,36 reconstruction. For DL training, the input and 
truth for velocity- compensated and velocity- encoded data-
sets were scaled separately, which can be a potential source 
of error. Real and imaginary components of complex- valued 
velocity- compensated and complex- difference datasets were 
concatenated to enable DL processing with real- valued con-
volutional kernels. Alternatively, complex- valued convolu-
tional kernels16 may be used, but such an approach requires 
a two- fold increase in the number of convolutional kernel 
parameters and a four- fold increase in the number of oper-
ations. Prospective real- time PC was obtained with Venc of 
300 cm/s to match our clinical practice. Our clinical practice 
uses a single 300 cm/s Venc for all ascending aorta imaging 
regardless of individual patient characteristics. This approach 
avoids the need for Venc scouts but can result in increased 
phase noise. Image quality was assessed for only real- time 
PC variants (ie, gridding, CS, and DL). Additional studies 
comparing the image quality of real- time PC with DL to 

F I G U R E  9  Bland- Altman plots for real- time PC with DL filtering, CS reconstruction, and gridding reconstruction compared to ECG- gated 
segmented PC for CO, SV, and peak mean velocity. CO, SV, and peak mean velocities presented were calculated by average values over all full 
heartbeats scanned during real- time PC. (Difference = real- time PC − ECG- gated segmented PC)
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ECG- gated segmented PC are needed to determine if real- 
time PC with DL is a viable alternative. When analyzed using 
the same ROIs, real- time PC with gridding produced similar 
correlation as DL to ECG- gated segmented PC (CO = 0.88 
vs. 0.87, SV = 0.87 vs. 0.86, peak mean velocity = 0.94 vs. 
0.93) and superior bias than DL for SV (−9.5 vs. −7.6 L/min) 
and peak mean velocity (−4.4 vs. 2.4 cm/s). Expecting such 
a performance in the clinic is unrealistic given that ROIs can-
not be directly drawn on real- time PC with gridding because 
of non- diagnostic ascending aorta edge definition (mean 
score = 1). Approximately 40 s were needed to reconstruct 
accelerated real- time PC using an off- line workstation after k- 
space acquisition was completed. Alternatively, real- time PC 
can be deployed to produce a “real- time” stream of images 
by reconstructing a smaller subset of frames (~ five frames) 
during k- space acquisition. Such a strategy will require the re- 
training of the DL network with five- time frames and would 
require additional effort to integrate the proposed DL pipeline 
into a vendor inline reconstruction platform. The proposed 
DL framework required complicated methodology to gen-
erate training data. A simulated training data approach (ie, 
CFD generated flow profiles) as used by Ferdian et al22 may 
serve as a simpler alternative for generating DL training data. 
Despite our best efforts, a large portion of the total recon-
struction time for CS and DL was due to pre- processing time 
[DL = 40.9 s (88.0% of total recon time), CS = 62.6 s (30.0 
% of total recon time)]. A future study focused on reducing 
pre- processing time through faster gridding implementations 
such as Trajectory- optimized NUFFT (TRON)37 is desir-
able. For this proof- of- concept study, we did not evaluate DL 
performance in patients with suspected aortic valve disease. 
Further studies are required to assess the diagnostic perfor-
mance of the proposed DL framework in this patient cohort.

In conclusion, the proposed DL framework enables rapid 
reconstruction of highly accelerated (acceleration rate = 
28.8) ungated free- breathing real- time PC using synthetic 
real- time PC as training data and two 3D U- nets to separately 
filter velocity- compensated and complex- difference images. 
Furthermore, the proposed DL framework enabled 4.6- fold 
faster real- time PC reconstruction compared to CS.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found online in 
the Supporting Information section.

FIGURE S1 DL filtering framework including preparation 
and post- processing steps. Real- time velocity- compensated 
and velocity- encoded images were scaled by the 95th per-
centile pixel intensity within the central 48 × 48 × 118 matrix 
corresponding to the magnitude of the velocity- compensated 
dataset. Afterwards, both velocity- compensated and velocity- 
encoded images were centrally cropped to a size of 160 × 
160 × 118, and real and imaginary components were concate-
nated. Real- time complex- difference datasets were produced 
by subtracting velocity- compensated datasets and velocity- 
encoded. Real- time complex- difference and velocity- 
compensated datasets were inputted into 3D U- nets with all 
118 time frames. Filtered velocity- encoding dataset was pro-
duced by subtracting DL filtered complex- difference data-
sets from velocity- compensated. Filtered phase- difference 
datasets were derived from the phase subtraction of filtered 
velocity- encoded and velocity- compensated dataset
FIGURE S2 Representative synthetic real- time phase- 
difference images with simulated radial k- space sampling 
(drawn from our training dataset), direct deep learning 
(DL) filtering of phase- difference images, DL filtering of 
complex- difference images (proposed method), and their cor-
responding ECG- gated segmented phase- difference images. 
Phase- difference images produced through direct DL filtering 
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present with more artifact at the ascending (yellow arrow) 
and descending (red arrow) aortas than phase- difference im-
ages produced through DL de- aliasing of complex- difference 
images. Observed reduction in image quality may be due to 
the presence of salt- and- pepper noise found in the phase- 
difference background (blue circle)
FIGURE S3 Synthetic real- time complex- difference and 
velocity- compensated images at systole and diastole for the 
following conditions: after U- net filtering without residual 
connection, after U- net filtering with residual connection, 
and ECG- gated segmented PC (truth). As demonstrated, 
incorporating the residual connection into the U- net archi-
tecture resulted in increased residual artifact (red arrow) and 
increased noise in the ascending aorta (yellow arrow). No 
difference was observed for velocity- compensated dataset 
de- aliased using U- net with and without residual connection
FIGURE S4 Prospective real- time PC datasets acquired at 
the ascending aorta of a single healthy volunteer with dif-
ferent Venc values. As shown, real- time PC acquired with 
different Venc values at the same image orientation produced 
similar image quality after DL filtering
FIGURE S5 Prospective real- time PC datasets with DL 
filtering and ECG- gated segmented PC images acquired at 
three different vessels (ie, pulmonic valve, left pulmonary 
artery, right pulmonary artery) and corresponding mean ve-
locity time curves (composite heart- beat) for a single healthy 
volunteer. Mean velocity curves are presented with error bars 
representing blood velocity standard- deviation at each time 
point
FIGURE S6 Prospective real- time PC datasets with DL fil-
tering and corresponding mean velocity time curves obtained 
in one single healthy volunteer during rest and immediately 
after exercise stress. Real- time PC acquired immediately after 

exercise produced a much higher cardiac output (8.6 L/min) 
than real- time PC acquired during rest (4.9 L/min). Mean ve-
locity curves are presented with error bars representing blood 
velocity standard deviation at each time frame
TABLE S1 Summary of acquisition parameters for ECG- 
gated segmented PC used for network training and testing, 
and prospective real- time PC used for network testing
TABLE S2 Summary of expert reader scores for the ascend-
ing aorta edge sharpness for prospective real- time PC after 
gridding alone, compressed sensing (CS) reconstruction, and 
after deep learning (DL) filtering. Reported values represent 
mean (range min:max)
TABLE S3 Net volume and peak mean velocity quantified at 
the pulmonic valve, left pulmonary artery, and right pulmonary 
artery for one healthy volunteer who underwent both ECG- 
gated segmented PC and prospective real- time PC acquisition
VIDEO S1 Movie display of prospectively acquired real- 
time complex- difference (row 1), velocity- compensated 
(row 2), and phase- difference (row 3) images reconstructed 
with gridding (column 1), compressed sensing (column 2), 
and deep learning (column 3) for one representative patient 
shown in Figure 6
VIDEO S2 Movie display of breath- hold, ECG- gated, 
segmented complex- difference (column 1), velocity- 
compensated (column 2), and phase- difference (column 3) 
images from one representative patient shown in Figure 6
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